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COVID-�� triggered unprecedented changes as 
businesses and organizations face economic and 
operational uncertainty. Efforts to contain the spread of 
the virus have disrupted production flows, caused 
demand for non-essential goods and services to 
plummet, and forced enterprises around the world to 
suspend or scale down operations. Small and medium-
sized enterprises �SMEs� and own-account workers are 
the worst affected with the jobs and incomes of millions 
of workers at risk. Governments in all jurisdictions have 
adopted extraordinary measures aimed at helping 
enterprises to maintain jobs, cushioning households 
against temporary drops in income, ensuring adequate 
levels of social protection and stabilizing credit and 
financial markets. As we prepare for the post-Covid-�� 
era, we must find a balance between what worked 
before and what will guarantee success in the new work 
setting. The future we were preparing for is here today. 
Accordingly, Management approved the webinar series 
to enable us build resilience in skills and tap from the 
opportunities enabled by the new environment. 

stop, which should we start, and which shall we 
accelerate� What constitutes �office hours� and �lateness� 
for employees working from home� How will their 
attendance, punctuality, performance, etc. be assessed� 
How will the new work ethics affect staff in different 
departments�locations. The �th webinar which held on 
��th May, ���� enabled participants to have external 
views on response options to Covid -��. The session had 
retired regulatory bankers, business school faculty, 
consultant and operators in the MFB sub-sector as 
panelists. The focus was on DIS: post Covid-�� � bank 
supervisory imperatives �external perspectives�. 

Deposit Insurance System �DIS� is not left out of the 
threat of the pandemic; it has forced the Corporation to 
suspend many of its activities and scale down on a few 
others. It is against this background that it became 
imperative for employees to acquire the necessary 
competencies they need to survive and thrive during 
this pandemic and beyond. The panelists were current 
and ex-Directors of the Corporation, regulatory bankers 
from CBN, Business School faculty, operators in the 
Micro-Finance Bank sub-sector and Consultants. They 
discussed the issues extensively and suggested policy 
directions for the Corporation to explore. Participants 
totaled three thousand and ninety ��,���� from �� 
countries, including Angola, Bahamas, Canada, France, 
Ghana, Indonesia, Kenya, Britain, USA, etc. �see details in 
the main report�

The Academy deployed several polls that gauged 
participants� perception of various issues. Analysis of the 
polls revealed the following: 

The most likely bank supervisory challenges now 
and post Covid would be onsite bank exam�data 
integrity, health issues and operator�s liquidity;
The most critical skills for pursuing the Corporation�s 
mandate post-Covid would be digital, analytics, 
communication and cognitive;
The best training method by the Academy going 
forward would be hybrid, a combination of online 
and class room in different proportions;
The NDIC Academy scored �excellent� in meeting 
people�s learning expectations during the lockdown 
and beyond. 

The �st and �nd Webinars held on �th and ��th May, 
����, respectively. They discussed similar issues: 
gauged employee�s  pulse,  bank examination 
challenges, sustaining depositors� confidence and bank 
supervisory issues in the new �normal� �internal 
perspectives�. The panelists were current and retired 
staff of NDIC. The �rd webinar held May ��th, ���� and 
had current and retired NDIC staff as panelists. They 
discussed issues such as work ethics, managing 
performance in a flexi work setting and digital culture to 
enhance staff productivity. In managing employees� 
performance going-forward, what values, attitudes or 
practices do we 

�.�   INTRODUCTION

�.�   BACKGROUND 

�.�   POLL ADMINISTRATION 

�.�   SUMMARY OF OPERATIONAL ISSUES 
          RAISED 
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�.�   REVIEW OF THE FOUR WEBINARS

a�

b�

c�

b�

Covid-�� has introduced significant changes on how 
businesses are conducted. The impact of the 
��������� financial crisis is a child�s play when 
compared to the challenges COVID-�� has posed to 
the world;
Covid-�� has disrupted the world macroeconomic 
equilibrium. The important role of Supervisors in 
restoring the equilibrium will be shaped by some 
Supervisory Imperatives such as: 
a�    clear understanding of the prudential 
        conditions of the banks, 
b�    acting to promote business continuity and;
c�     taking steps to minimize supervisory 
        burdens�cost of regulations which accounts for 
        about ��-��� of the Non-interest income of 
        banks.
There is therefore the need for prudential institutions 
to act quickly to restore flow of credit particularly to 
households and firms which are the most important 
players in the circular flow of income. There is need 
for a supervisory culture: focused on institutional 
wellness. There is need for intense communication 

�.

�.

�.



with regulated entities on any shared problems in 
view of impaired supervisory capacity;
Operational and cost efficiency especially against 
shrinking revenue. There is need for the banks to 
strengthen corporate governance;
The critical role of financial institutions has been 
vitiated. There is possibility of systemic credit failure 
as cash flow has evaporated and collaterals are likely 
to suffer massive value erosion or loss of value. There 
is a significant increase in credit risk which is still 
unfolding;
The informal sector such as the MSMEs and their 
financiers �Supervised Institutions� will bear the 
brunt of the burden of the virus;
There is need to delicately strike a balance between 
consumer protection and the security � soundness 
of banks which need to give out new loans while old 
loans that are yet to be fully repaid are seeking 
forbearances. Also there is need to balance the 

banks� need for higher capital buffers against the 
need to lend and the need for liquidity;
The Pandemic has brought in irreversible changes to 
consumer behavior and the extreme uncertainties 
have implications for the business models of insured 
institutions;
More transactions are migrating to the digital 
platform with attendant transaction failures, delays 
and cyber threats;
There is the likelihood of erosion of confidence as a 
result of lingering and unresolved disputes, some 
relating to expired ATM cards during lockdown;
The global economy is already in recession and is 
expected to dampen by �� in �����IMF�;
As a result of COVID-��, we are actually dealing with 
three crises: 
a� Health as a result of the pandemic, 
b� Economic and 
c� Humanitarian.
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Conduct RBS Examination with specific reference 
to the six ��� Risks: Credit, Liquidity, Market, 
Operational, Regulatory�Legal and Strategic

Submission of ICAAP by banks was optional

Submission of Restructured Recovery Plan�Living 
Wills was optional

IFRS-� �Impairment of Financial Assets� was 
mandatory for DMBs, National MFBs and PMBs

Payment of Dividends was at the discretion of 
Supervised Entities

Stress-Testing of Capital, Liquidity and Asset 
Quality.

BASEL III Implementation plan in pipeline

Cost containment with emphasis on overhead cost

Loan restructuring with full provisioning

Macro-prudential was not a compulsory tool kit in 
Pre-Examination Knowledge of Business �KOB�.

Emphasis on DIS Public Awareness

Financial and Technical support of DIS to 
supervised Institutions was persuasive.

Health Risk and Business Continuity to be included 
to the earlier six ��� Inherent Risks.

Submission of ICAAP now compulsory

Submission of Restructured Recovery Plan�Living 
Wills now compulsory

In line with best practice specified by Toronto 
Centre, IFRS-� �Impairment of Financial Assets� is 
persuasive, as to the extent it assists Institutions to 
identify Significant Increase in Credit Risk, the 
importance of Government intervention and 
Palliatives

Where possible, Prudential Guidelines �PG� may be 
applied rather than IFRS-�.

Supervised Entities have been directed to suspend 
Payment of Dividends

Stress-testing emphasis on Liquidity. For instance, 
CBN has deferred the Recapitalization plan of the 
MFBs Subsector till April, ����

BASEL III Implementation plan now suspended till 
����

Cost containment with preservation of Workers 
�Avoid retrenchment of Staff �.

PRE- COVID-�� PANDEMIC POST- COVID-�� PANDEMIC 

�.�   SCENERIO OF LIKELY IMPACT ON OPERATIONAL PROCESSES  
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Financial and Technical support of DIS to 
supervised Institutions was persuasive.

Mandatory premium payment as and when due.

Full complement of Examiners� physical presence 
at Supervised Entities� location for Examination 
and other assigned duties.

Claims Resolution and Asset Management duties 
pivotal.

Offsite surveillance of Banks.

No Insurance coverage for Bank Examiners

Cost containment with preservation of Workers 
�Avoid retrenchment of Staff �.

Encourage forbearance on Loan Restructuring

Macro-prudential is now compulsory in Pre-
Examination Knowledge of Business �KOB�.

More emphasis on DIS Public Awareness now 
compulsory to build confidence on Depositors� 
Protection.

Financial and Technical support of DIS to 
supervised Institutions very essential.

Persuasive and Moratoria Guidance on premium 
payments.

Partial Examiners� physical presence and more 
virtual engagement encouraged.

Claims Resolution and Asset Management duties 
highly essential.

Enhanced Digital Surveillance �FINA, NAMBUIT 
and other Emerging IT Platforms�.

Health Insurance Coverage for Bank Examiners.

Below are recommendations which emanated from the 
webinars for Management�s consideration as policy 
measures:

  Engage in banking palliatives such as:

Invest in depositors� moral and confidence boosting 
a c t i v i t i e s ,  s u c h  a s  p u b l i c  a w a r e n e s s  a n d 
enlightenment and advocacy for the banking public, 
especially MSMEs. The focus is not on telling the public 
that they will be paid their deposit if the bank fails but 
to assure the public that their banks will not fail;

Deferring payments in form of extending 
payments dates and restructuring loans
Push payment of interests and principal forward 
or grant interest waivers.
Delay the triggering of loan covenants
Suspend payment of penal interest charged on 
delayed restructured facilities.
I n v e s t  m o r e  i n  c o n fi d e n c e  b o o s t i n g 

�.�   RECOMMENDATIONS

�.

�.

Capital and liquidity buffers need to be reviewed 
against the need for liquidity and solvency;
Supervisors need to be more supportive: work with 
the banks to fulfill their reporting responsibilities, and 

 allow for institutional peculiarities;
Supervisors should show empathy by encouraging 
banks to take reasonable and prudent steps to 
comply with regulatory requirements, and be open to 
discuss imminent failure to comply with regulations;
Carry out Macro-prudential evaluation of current 
circumstances of the banking industry and stress 
testing;
There is need for examiners to have a thorough 
understanding of a supervised institution�s balance 
sheet;
Prevent the collapse of MFBs by providing support to 
MFBs with liquidity, waive the payment of premium 
for say, one year;
Flexibility in the application of accounting and 
regulatory standards such as IFRS � on recognition 
a n d  i m p a i r m e n t  �  re v i e w  o f  p ro v i s i o n i n g 
requirements and exercise sufficient flexibility;
Reassess the risk profile of the banks in the light of 
COVID-��; regulators should limit loan to deposit 
ratio to avoid excessive risk-taking;
Regulators need to guarantee interbank takings to 
assist the financial system to get through the 
challenge posed by COVID-��;

�.
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Development of NPL Market place platform is an 
option for NDIC, CBN and banks to consider as a viable 
measure for managing the fallouts;
Conduct webinars with MFBs, providing insight to 
them on how they can run their banks;
Conduct financial stress test of the system especially 
the Domestic Systemically Important Banks �D-SIBs�;
Develop paycheck protection programs for insured 
financial institutions, particularly the most vulnerable 
MFBs and PMBs;
Intensive communication: supervisors need to 
engage fully with the regulated agencies on a shared 
problem basis, especially in view of impaired 
supervisory capital;
There is need for closer supervision at such a time of 
social distancing;
More emphasis will now be on offsite examination. 
However, there may be many challenges with banks 
now. Therefore, Bank Examiners in BED, ISD and SIID 
should be vigilant on the quality of reports they 
receive from banks;
Intensify efforts to get a waiver from the Presidency 
through the Ministry of Finance with regard to the 
provision of the Fiscal Responsibility Act;
There should be an inter-agency high-powered 
committee on COVID-�� under the Financial Services 
Regulation Coordinating Committee �FSRCC�;
The Corporation should constitute a Covid-�� 
Management Review Committee at Management 
level to co-ordinate staff capacity building and 
address NDIC�s response to the pandemic. This 
committee which would include Operational, 
Strategy, Human Resource, Research and Academy 
D e p a r t m e n t s  s h o u l d  w o r k  o n  t h e s e 
recommendations and come up with a policy 
document;

  

��.

��.

��.

��.

��.

Dr Azubike Okoro
Director�Chief Learning Officer
NDIC Academy
June, ����

More emphasis on �On-the-Job Training� for bank 
examiners in the areas of Fintech and blockchain 
technology should be emphasized;
The Corporation should provide incentive to staff in 
form of laptops as well as data subscription 
allowance and other working tools in order to 
facilitate the new normal of working from home;
The Management of the Corporation should have a 
regular interaction with the staff to keep them up to 
date about corporate direction as well as give them 
assurance about the security of their job and safety;
The ERMD should run a simulation of the best case 
and worst case scenarios of the pandemic and its 
effect on the Corporation as well as the entire 
banking industry;
Human Resources Depar tment should put 
measures in place to enhance health and safety 
practices in the office;
The NDIC Academy to develop a Webinar type 
platform for the Corporation. This might give the 
corporation privacy on the internet and protect our 
data from Cyber criminals;
Staff to be circumspect and vigilant while working 
remotely at home to avoid hackers and fraudsters 
tampering with the Corporation�s information 
assets.
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